Marxist-Leninist Party Video on Candidates and Platform Highlights
the People’s Movement for Empowerment
– MLPC Press Release, October 1, 2019 –
The Marxist-Leninist Party of Canada (MLPC) is pleased to announce that 50 candidates, 25 women and 25 men,
have been officially confirmed by Elections Canada.

MLPC Candidates Are Worker Politicians Who Fight for People’s Empowerment
A video introducing the candidates and platform captures the striving of the workers, women, youth and students
and Indigenous peoples to exercise control over the decisions that affect their lives. Their struggles include crucial
questions of the direction of the economy and whom it serves, as well as matters related to all aspects of social
and political life and well-being.
The MLPC pays first-rate attention to the work which organizes people to speak in their own name and provide
society with a pro-social aim consistent with the needs of the times. It gives priority to the need for political
renewal by calling for the abolition of privileges for the few and that the rights of all be provided with a guarantee.
By pursuing what belongs to them by right, Canadians bring pertinent information to light and breach the wall
of silence enforced by the monopoly-controlled media about the problems they face and how they think these
problems can be solved in a manner that favours them and opens a path forward for society.
MLPC leader Anna Di Carlo points out, “The masses of people who participate in the strikes, lockouts, rallies,
blockades, demonstrations and protests have mainstream demands which the parties that form the cartel party
system either do not recognize or pay lip service to in a cynical move for votes.
“The MLPC is the only party that calls on Canadians to use their own voice to discuss the world as is and unite
people in action to provide the required solutions. The electioneering of the cartel parties will not resolve the
crisis in which the liberal democratic institutions are mired. The internecine fighting within the ranks of the elites
is sharper than ever. Rule by Decree can be expected from whichever party or coalition comes to power. This is
why in this election and beyond, Marxist-Leninist Party candidates call on Canadians to take an active approach to
democratic renewal by speaking in their own name. A vote for the Marxist-Leninists is a vote that recognizes the
need for people’s empowerment. Vote ML and empower yourself now!”
To view the video on the Marxist-Leninist Party Candidates and Platform, go to: https://youtu.be/M4LhdVH2o6g
For more information go to www.cpcml.ca
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